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n these challenging times for the profession. Don Marsh, an American independent marketing consultant has w ritten an ar-

tic le for Audio Infos arguing that it is time for the industry to look outside of the usual comfort zones when marketing hearing 

healthcare services, Addressing specifically 'marketing to the mature marketplace', Don Marsh includes the 'five universal 

truths' in defining what motivâtes the over-50's that should be at the core of not just marketing materials but ail conversations you 

have w ith  the client and fam ily members. He even considers the effect of physical changes such as declining vision and cognitive 

changes that impact on the way marketing is perceived by this key market sector,

Geoff Cooling has w ritten  about branding of practices; it is an imperative that w ill drive your business to the heights of success. 

He considers w hat it means for audiology practices and why it matters and includes détails on ail the 'touch-points' for your 

brand. W ith  68% of customer défections taking place because customers feel poorly treated and it costing five times more to get 

new customers than retain existing ones, branding is the key to gaining trust and retaining valuable customers.
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marketingservices@sbcglobal.net

One in Three North Americans Over 50
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Physical Changes

Cognitive Changes

Universal Truths in Mature Marketing

THE FIVE KEY CONCEPTS

•  Autonomy or Self-Sufficiency 

•  Connectedness 

•  Altruism 

•  Personal growth 

•  Revitalization 
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Values-Based Communication

Wants vs. Needs vs. Values

Pathways to Your Clients

■  Pathway #1 -  E-Marketing

Values are like 

fingerprints ail sim ilar but 

no two are identical,
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■  Pathway #2 -  Social Media

2/3
Twc>thirds of people  

with hearing loss 

a r^ u n d e r âge 

65 and  still in the 

workforce.
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■  Pathway #3 -  Rétention Marketing

■  Pathway #4 -  Focus Groups

4 4  The last word on 

websites is that they're 

never done.

■  Pathway #5 -  Free Media

■  Pathway #6 -  Community Outreach

About the Author

Don Marsh is a San Diego, CA-based professional speaker and independent marketing 

consultant with 40 years of experience. He is the author of one book, and more than 

200 articles, published worldwide. He recently completed a sériés of audio CDs for 

CareCredït/GE Financial, based on his présentation on "Marketing to the Mature 

Marketplace". He has been a featured présenter at more than 120 senior-industry 

conférences, seminars and workshops, before tens of thousands of business owners 

and marketing professionals from 50 states and eight foreign countries.
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BRANDING

T I
By Geoffrey Cooling

Geoff@widex.ie
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W hat an Audiological

begînning of the

Branding the touch points

■ Selling Trust and Expérience

■  Branding for the short and long-term

of custom er défections 

take p lace  because 

customers feel poorly 

treated. It can  cost five 

times more to ge t new 

customers than  retain 

existing ones.

(Source: TARP)
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■  Building relationships

About the author

Geoffrey Cooiing is the writer of the hearing healthcare 

blog, Just Audiology Stuff. He also contributes to several 

other hearing healthcare blogs. He currently works as a 

member of the Widex Sales Team in UK and Ireland.

He has a great interest in stratégie commercial planning 

and tactical implementation of those stratégies. He also has 

a great interest in the psychology of customer engagement 

in health practice situations and the implementation of 

commercial stratégies in practice management
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